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SB 408 is an unconstitutional abomination. No one, no government has the authority 

to take away God given freedom to decide and choose what is best for them. OHA 

and the Governor performed abysmally during the Corona incident, sending our 

society into a tailspin we are now decimated by. Having OHA become a Politburo of 

Medical totalitarianism to protect the vested interests of BigPharma and their sales, 

and BigMed and their 40 years of lobbied and documented downsizing of Hospital 

capacities to overclock profits, is NOT the job of the Legislature. The Legislature's job 

is to provide for the social needs of it's residents, voters and taxpayers. Our social 

needs are freedom of choice, as clearly delineated in the Oregon Constitution, and 

access to the Health Care we choose to use. Limiting Medical Practitioners of all 

kinds THEIR freedom of choice, freedom of speech, and access to unlimited new and 

old technologies and remedies is an insane tyrannical coup d'etat of Health 

Practices. We saw this during the LOCKDOWN incarceration of Oregonians for 3 

years and we want NO MORE of this TOTALITARIANISM.  

 

And we are not Republicans. We are not Democrats. I am a Green Party voter. I am 

for social democracy. What we are seeing in this 21st C is a transformation to a 

techno totalitarian country and Oregon has a FAKE Liberal Democratic Party that is 

leading the way. This is disgusting!  

 

Do your Legislative jobs and start strictly obeying YOUR ONLY MANDATE, to 

support and protect our rights described very clearly in the Constitution. When all the 

harm done by LOCKDOWN and vaccines becomes available why should not elected 

and appointed government officials be made liable?  

 

And we also ask what kind of government action is it that makes non-liability clauses 

for businesses like BigPharma whose products are untested, unreliable, damaging 

and even kill? And what Oregon government officials made deals with HMO's since 

1980 to downsize Oregon's per capita hospital bed capacities from a US average of 

4.5 beds/1000 in 1980 to the US lowest in 2021 of 1.7/1000? This was the cause of 

the OHA's "hospital capacity crisis" during the LOCKDOWN. Manufactured by OHA 

and whatever government officials went along with BigMed downsizing demands toi 

increase bottom lines. You folks need to start talking to us and not corporate 

lobbyists. 

 

SINCERELY, 

 

Marshall Sanders 



Mindy Stone 

Eugene, OR 


